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Figure 1: (a) Sharing documents in multimedia chat tools tends to hide critical content. Using online document analysis tools,
users can more easily call out digital artifacts that can serve as conversational props. (b) An automated tool automatically
identifies two candidates matching the reference “Figure 2” in the user’s comment. (c) The user clicks a button to manually
disambiguate the reference and the figure is injected into the chat.

ABSTRACT
Physical, collocated work environments are rife with artifacts that
are ready-to-hand to serve as tools, conversation props, and content
that can be remixed and reused. In digital, distributed environments,
on the other hand, work artifacts tend to be siloed and difficult to
extricate, making it difficult for remote workers to share interests
and knowledge. In this work, we describe set of challenges for devel-
opers of systems that support digital artifact reuse. We furthermore
show how these challenges are embodied in tools we built that help
make digital artifacts reusable.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As the pandemic crisis lingers, hopes for a “V-shaped” rapid rebound
of activities fades. Quarantines, shelter-in-place regulations, social
distancing, and face masks seem more likely to alter the landscape
of daily life permanently. For system designers and developers,
the impacts of this shift are potentially profound. In particular,
the crisis shifts remote, distributed work from an elective perk
granted to knowledge workers on a small scale to a mandatory and
critical aspect of worklife. This move puts even more pressure on
designers of distributed systems to leverage technology to recover
the nuanced experience of face-to-face interaction.

The problem: digital media lacks presence implicitly. This fact has
been and remains one of the most important barriers to computa-
tional work, both synchronous and asynchronous, collocated and re-
mote. The problem has inspired a broad array of research programs
in HCI, from glanceable and peripheral displays, semi-automated
information visualizations, and more recently deep learning-based
visual and textual summarizations. Still, imbuing digital artifacts
with presence enough to anchor conversations remains a chal-
lenge. In collocated work environments, this deficiency is easier
to overcome with workaday meetings or informal chats. Further-
more, even work that is largely computational will generate some
physical artifacts visible to collocated participants—printed papers,
presentations, or agendas; whiteboard sketches; etc.



Klemmer et al. elucidate the value of materiality in depth [25],
writing that, “the production and manipulation of visible artifacts
in the workplace facilitate coordination...The visibility of a work
practice manifests itself in the artifacts that the practice creates.”
They review an extensive body of work (including investigations
of medical records [21], air traffic control [31], office work [39],
publishing [4], and other domains) that find again and again that
the physicality of work artifacts helps people coordinate and carry
out daily work.

However, while we sympathize with Marc Weiser’s foundational
vision for “embodied virtuality” [43], technological tools must ulti-
mately bend to pragmatic concerns. To whit, work is increasingly
dependent on remote work tools. Though they may ultimately be
deficient compared to their collocated counterparts, the accelerat-
ing impacts of global environmental collapse give us as technology
developers no choice but to accept a reality in which distributed
work is the norm1.

Specifically, we have found that there are four key challenges
that developers face when designing for digital artifact reuse in
distributed systems:

• Finding the right content
• Making content ready-to-hand
• Limiting impacts on other tasks
• Managing privacy issues

In this paper, we first review problems with digital artifact reuse
in contemporary distributed systems, then review a collection of
systems that we built that can help workers address these challenges
by reusing and remixing digital artifacts to support digital bricolage
[7], specifically in the context of remote work. We then expand on
the challenges above and put forth a call to action for future work.

2 DIGITAL ARTIFACT REUSE IN THEWILD
Supporting distributed work requires a combination of systems
that allow workers to collaborate live and asynchronously.

Several studies have investigated distributed live meetings [6,
13, 20, 33, 38]. These studies have documented on a wide range of
issues, from social and representational problems, the communica-
tive ability of gaze and gesture and their impacts on user privacy,
as well as technical and social asymmetries and beyond. Here, we
focus on those findings related to work artifacts per se.

Carter et al. [13] conducted a broad set of surveys and interviews
and found that remote participants had trouble accessing key pieces
of information in meetings, “a need for remote participants to be
aware of physical objects, such as paper designs or sketches that
were present and visible to the group in the main room. This use
case often came up for groups of designers, who often printed and
hung up sketches and mockups around the room for others to view
and comment on. However, when one designer was out of the room,
this common practice broke down: You could just [draw a sketch] in
the notebooks and then I send pictures of the notebooks and I don’t
have to capture what was on the wall.”

Another example of needing to share information with remote
participants came from a mobile app designer who would hold
up a phone to the laptop’s webcam, as this was the easiest way
1https://www.fastcompany.com/90449975/were-on-track-to-hit-1-5c-of-warming-in-
2040-heres-how-it-will-change-our-work-lives

to share awareness of an interaction with a physical device (the
phone): “I deploy the application on my phone. Then we use the
videoconferencing so I can put the phone in front of my laptop camera
so you can see what it looks like.”

The authors found that difficulties sharing work artifacts extends
beyond remote participants. In live meetings, even collocated par-
ticipants run into barriers sharing information both in the meeting
itself and in live backchannel chats:

“Say we were in video and Julia wanted to show [a document]
quickly, it’s probably not her computer that we’re actually connected
to so and because it just wouldn’t be a quick simple thing to do, we
probably wouldn’t do it. The person’s computer, they would try to
bring up the file, so it would be, in an ideal situation, you would just,
Julia would do something and boom, her screen would be shared. She
doesn’t even connect to the meeting, usually, through her computer.
It’s usually just that one computer.”

The fact that digital artifacts are difficult to extract and share
makes live meetings far less useful, and far more frustrating, than
they could be.

The problems extend beyond live meetings to asynchronous me-
dia sharing. Marlow et al. describe problems that people have “re-
finding scattered information” both within and across different
distributed systems [33]:

“When I go back to history to look for something, I know I stored
some information but I don’t remember what it is, I know it’s by Skype
so I can go in there and look for it. If I’m not sure it was on Skype, it
would be one of the places I’d be looking into.”

Beyond meetings, most digital work is accomplished alongside
shared collaboration tools, such as Slack or Trello (or, more recently,
Clubhouse), that are often difficult to search and peruse, and may
not provide facilities to expose work artifacts in a useful way. Past
work has found that workers will repurpose such social systems to
maintain awareness of other’s state [36].

3 RESEARCH SYSTEMS SUPPORTING
ARTIFACT REUSE

We have developed tools for mining and exposing digital content
for reuse in the context of a variety of tasks, including distributed
meetings, awareness systems, and multimedia chat.

3.1 Live distributed meetings
To make digital artifacts ready-to-hand for use in workaday tasks
requires mining and visualizing multimedia content. Some early
research tools have begun to make inroads on this problem.

The MixMeet system is a set of tools we built that analyze meet-
ing content in real-time to make it easier to find the right content and
make content ready-to-hand for sharing. The system provides a dig-
ital project room environment [15] that allows users to collaborate
synchronously via web-based meetings as well as asynchronously
via a shared document environment [17]. With the system, users
can annotate and extract content from live meetings both to im-
prove in situ communication as well as to guide others as they
explore documents later. These online spaces allow a group of par-
ticipants to create, view, annotate and edit documents in a flexible
and persistent way that combines synchronous (e.g., showing slides
in a meeting) and asynchronous use (e.g., perusing slides from a
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Figure 2: With a backend document analysis bot installed, users can manipulate and reuse content from live documents (note
that the document and chat UIs are shown here side-by-side to help the reader understand how the system operates; normally
a chat user would interact with only the chat client on a mobile device). (a) The user “loads” a document using text commands,
lists sections, switches context to a section, and requests that the system show the section. The backend system will attempt
to convert the document text to a view appropriate for the currently used chat client. (b) The user adds text to a section and
requests that the system show the update. The user then requests to view a more complicated section.

past meeting or extracting a photo of a slide so others can refer to
it later). This is accomplished using a variety of live and offline mul-
timedia analysis tools to automatically index important keyframes,
detect and extract searchable text, annotations, and user actions
[16]. Coupled with such metadata, textual and image-based content
was searchable and reusable for meeting notes, presentations, chats,
and other asynchronous tasks [9].

These tools are focused on primarily desktop-based use. As re-
mote meetings and mobile devices are becoming increasingly com-
mon, it is equally important to extend support to a variety of dif-
ferent user contexts, including mobile devices and wearables. We
developed systems for these contexts that rely on a similar back-
bone of live meeting analysis to support content reuse, but adapt
to the needs of mobile users potentially dividing their attention
between a variety of different tasks while remaining engaged with



meeting content [13]. Mobile users can view and search keyframes
and reuse them in a backchannel chat, their own notes, or ask to
share to the main meeting thread itself.

Further extensions to this work could augment backchannel shar-
ing by taking advantage of commonplace technologies to let users
attach multimedia-indexed chats to to any meeting or presentation.
For example, systems could take advantage of inaudible audio [14]
to seamlessly and automatically connect collocated mobile partic-
ipants to a chat-space, and use live video- and audio-analysis to
ingest multimedia content for immediate reuse.

In summary, tools that make it easier to reuse digital artifacts in
the context of live meetings can help users in a variety of different
contexts remain more engaged in the meeting’s content.

3.2 Communicating shared interests
One of the key advantages of making digital artifacts more visible is
for communicating shared interests to spur fruitful conversations.

The Hebb system arose from research that found that loosely
coupled work groups are less likely to discover shared interests
in the way that many tightly collocated groups do, such as by
overhearing conversations or noticing paraphernalia [12]. This
was true even if the two groups were working on similar topics
and even if they are working in the same building, or even the
same floor of the same building. To help these groups discover
shared interests, we developed an email-based sensor to discover
shared personal interests, as well as a public peripheral display
and lightweight location-tracking system to convey those interests.
Peripheral displays are a useful way of conveying information while
limiting impacts on other tasks. In this system, they were situated
near common social areas encouraged people to find and discuss
shared topics in a casual atmosphere. When the location-tracking
system detects that two participants in the space shared a common
interest, it shows the shared topic on the public display. To manage
potential privacy issues it shares links to the documents from which
it derived interests on each participant’s personal device.

Tang et al. explored a related approach, mining corporate file
systems for documents, apps, or libraries and visualizing their sim-
ilarities to expose shared interests and encourage networking [41].

Of course, a system dependent on proverbial “water coolers” to
display common interests is not workable for remote teams. This
approach could be modified to show information peripheral to each
user’s display (using projected icons [30] or more sophisticated
but subtle approaches [29]), but would have to balanced against
the impact of distractions. However, as Mark et al. found, “non
work-related distractions...may actually play an integral role in the
connected information workplace” [32]. Therefore, notifications
of shared work interests coupled with lightweight actions that
workers could take to pursue them may provide a healthy balance
between focus and burnout.

3.3 Reusing digital artifacts in workaday chat
Knowledge workers now have a variety of rich multimedia tools,
such as Slack or Microsoft Teams, that they can use to communi-
cate and co-edit a variety of documents. Work groups using these
tools often edit papers or presentations with other applications
and import them into these chats to discuss them. People might

comment on specific parts of the documents (e.g., “please look at
the introduction section”) or mention aspects of their structure (e.g.,
“see the table on slide 3”). People may also explain where files are,
what has been uploaded, commented on, or edited. Users will also
upload different versions of the same file and describe what was
differentiates them [18].

However, the representation of digital artifacts in these discus-
sions is often impoverished. For example, Figure 1a shows users
discussing aspects of a Powerpoint slide deck, but the artifact itself
is represented in the chat only as a single icon. While users could
manually extract and share the contents of the deck, this is cum-
bersome when the conversation ranges over a variety of different
slides, figures, tables, texts, and topics.

We designed the DocHandles system to take a different approach
[18], using automated analysis to extract and index the content of
shared documents as they are shared, which both helps users find
the right content andmakes content ready-to-hand for reuse in a con-
versation (Figure 1b). For example, the user can type, “please tweak
the lighting in @fig2” and the system can automatically retrieve
and show the content corresponding to Figure 2 in a document.
Furthermore, the system can store enough context to disambiguate
different artifacts based on recency (show the Figure 2 from the
most recent document shared) or optionally it can list all of the
matching content and allow the user to resolve the ambiguity. This
approach represents a tradeoff between limiting impacts on the
main task (the chat) and managing privacy issues. For example, the
system can be configured to select content automatically for public
documents but require manual selection for content to which not
all parties have access (e.g., documents that the current user only
shared in other conversations). Other simple rules connecting text
terms to content can be used to resolve ambiguities (e.g., “slide” can
always resolve to the most recently shared slide deck rather than
the most recently shared document).

This work shows that tools that make digital artifacts easier to
reuse in the context of multimedia chat systems can help users
augment their messages while preserving the ease-of-use of text-
centric communication.

3.4 Conversational documents
Techniques for exposing important content buried in digital docu-
ments can have utility beyond collaboration and awareness tools.
In particular, while many collaboration tools support discussions
about documents, they do not focus on creating and editing un-
derlying content. There is a disconnect between messages and the
production of the higher level, aggregated, structured final doc-
ument. As a result, conversation and document creation tend to
live in separate siloes, only to be bridged manually when users
convert suggestions from collaboration tools to content actions.
This disconnect makes it difficult to find the right content and make
content ready-to-hand, resulting in unnecessary copy-and-paste in-
teractions, lost information, and repeated work. To address this,
another line of work takes advantage of the natural structure in
enterprise documents to bridge the gap between conversational
commands and specific document edits [10].

With this approach, a system with access to a multimedia enter-
prise chat channel can analyze documents that users have uploaded



to the chat, segmenting individual regions that can be edited sep-
arately using domain-specific document segmentation methods
(e.g., LexNLP2). A separate NLP framework can convert utterances
from chat clients to edit commands using trained models. Typically,
these frameworks rely on open-source NLUs (e.g., Snips3 or Rasa4)
to generate a large set of training data from a relatively small set
of template-based document editing commands. They can also be
extended and tailored to specific domains using live training data.
Once the NLU is trained, commands can be connected to document
editing APIs (e.g., Google Slides API5) to manipulate content.

With this basic framework in place, users can edit a wide variety
of documents using a conversational approach, from structured
forms [10] to more open-ended material (see Figure 2).

This approach shares some common-ground with later work
from Iqbal et al. that analyses documents to detect microtasks that
can be computed from phones [24]. In this system, tasks are ex-
tracted from a desktop application using a plugin. The tasks are also
mapped to formalized workflows, making them more constrained
but also allowing the system to provide more end user feedback.

A similar approach canmap natural language instructions to user
interface actions. For example, a system can parse a user instruc-
tion to, “enter starbucks for the SSID”, to actual commands carried
out in the UI [28]. In this case, instructions are first parsed into
operations (e.g., “enter”) and objects (e.g., “SSID”) with arguments
(e.g., “starbucks”); operations are then reduced to UI interactions
(e.g., bringing an input field into focus and injecting text).

Other work suggests that this conversational approach may help
users carry out document editing tasks in a variety of distributed
attention scenarios [34].

3.4.1 Beyond chat. In many cases (e.g., listing real estate or short-
term rentals, providing evidence for insurance claims, work-site
inspections, or listing objects for sale) document editing involves
injecting images of real-world artifacts into a template. Systems sup-
porting this use case can couple the automatic document segmenta-
tion and editing frameworks described above with live video-based
object recognition tools (e.g., using pre-trained image recognition
models) to allow end users to scan an environment to catalog and
capture media of objects-of-interest [8]. With this approach, users
need not describe their edits to the system—they can simply load a
“document” onto a mobile app, point their mobile device at a scene,
and let the app automatically acquire images and inject them into
the source document (see Figure 3).

Overall, this line of work shows that exposing digital artifacts
can not only help users not only with activities peripheral to pri-
mary tasks, such as context awareness and chat, but can help them
complete the tasks themselves.

4 CHALLENGES FOR SYSTEMS SUPPORTING
DIGITAL ARTIFACT REUSE

In a woodworking shop, projects in process intermingle with each
other and the tools and implements needed to carve and shape
them. Communal tools are placed in areas that anyone can access

2https://contraxsuite.com/lexnlp/
3https://snips-nlu.readthedocs.io/
4https://rasa.com/
5https://developers.google.com/slides/

them, or locked in cabinets when their access is restricted. Projects
that workers want to keep more private are hidden away or keep
in separate areas but can be moved easily to public view.

The goal of making components of previously monolithic digital
content more accessible is to achieve a similar done in the doing
[42] organization found in the shop. Unearthing artifacts makes
them both read-to-hand for workaday tasks as well as a lightweight
method of sharing interests and ideas.

In light of the systems discussed above, we here expand on the
key challenges for digital artifact reuse.

4.1 Finding the right content
One of the key issues that has always kept remote work from being
more widely accepted is the lack of “watercooler” chats between
colleagues that lead to creative collaborations6. Digital artifacts can
serve as props to engender these types of conversations. However,
while we can develop algorithms to find overlaps in interest, deter-
mining the right prop to share among colleagues is complicated.
When a user prints a paper and carries it with them to a communal
space, they may expose enough of the document to allow others to
get the gist of what they are reading at a casual glance, while not
exposing potentially private aspects of the document. This allows
anyone to strike up a conversation with that person about the gen-
eral topic of the paper without overstepping. Such casual, informal
shared interest awareness and privacy management is much more
difficult to achieve in the digital realm.

One reason for the difficulty is the wide variety of methods peo-
ple employ to organize their work. File organization strategies tend
to vary widely and are “partially driven by aspects of the users’
personality” [35]. Also, the effort that people put into organizing
their own content tends to lead them to prefer personal file man-
agement over shared systems [5]. Furthermore, the overall number
of files that people store is growing over time, along with file sizes
and corresponding folder structures needed to manage them [19].

These issues make algorithmic approaches to finding the right
file to share difficult for a number of reasons. How can the system
determine the right content in the right document to share pub-
licly? What types of context need to be considered in the predictive
algorithm that makes such a determination? What context should
actually be revealed alongside the artifact to make it understand-
able? How might shared context change to adjust for differences in
relationships between individuals? How might methods of convey-
ing artifacts and their contexts change for different relationships?

4.2 Making content ready-to-hand
It is worth considering how tools to find and expose digital artifacts
might encourage (in the spirit of the Bauhaus) a “truth to [digital]
materials” [40]. That is, any such tool should endeavor to expose
content in a way that makes their re-use more compatible with their
original design goals: exposed code can have ready-made hooks for
importing into a software toolkit (including, for example, necessary
libraries); images can expose themselves in editable formats where
possible; video can include links to the underlying content used to
create it, etc.

6https://remote.co/why-you-need-a-virtual-water-cooler/
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Figure 3: Editing documents using document structure analysis and live vision-based object detection. (a) A document requires
a user to document different items in a rental listing. When the user first opens the mobile app, the system extracts all of the
requested items for the entire document. (b) The user walks to the kitchen and selects “kitchen” in the section filter list to
see only those items in the app. (c) The app detects the dishwasher in view and highlights its label in red. (d) The user selects
this label and the system automatically saves a high quality image andmoves the item label to the selected list. (e) The system
automatically updates the linked template to indicate that the item is documented and inserts a link to the photo of the item.

While past work has investigated how to adapt interfaces for
different contexts or user needs [1, 11], tools for reusing digital
artifacts can also take into consideration how a file might best
integrate into another workflow or visualization component.

4.3 Limiting impacts on other tasks
Exposing printed content or physical projects to colleagues is
straightforward to control manually—people can physically move
or adjust artifacts to make them more or less visible.

This is harder to do with digital artifacts. Tools that ask users to
organize files differently for the purposes of making them available
to others risks interfering with potentially highly rigorous personal
file organization methods [35]. Other approaches might ask users
to copy links to publicly sharable content, but this imposes obvious
impacts on user’s ability to remain focused on primary tasks [32].
Furthermore, systems that require changes to workaday habits can
increase worker frustration and reduce their effectiveness.

This tradeoff implies that tools for extracting and sharing digital
artifacts needs to maintain a model of user attention, focus, and
distractability [23]. Systems should take care not to overburden
users when making sharing decisions as well as mitigate distrac-
tions during times of focus, which can increase stress and decrease
productivity across many types of workplaces [2].

4.4 Managing privacy issues
The problems with manual content sharing leads to the inevitable
conclusion that systems for unearthing useful digital artifacts should
be automated. While this may work fine for many private tools
(such as editing personal documents) it has obvious privacy draw-
backs in a collaborative context.

One of the core problems is that awareness and privacy are often
presented to users as a tradeoff [37]. Past work has found that often
users will often reduce their use of awareness systems, or turn them
off entirely, when they wanted more privacy [22, 27]. Adding to the
difficulty, privacy is deeply personal and context-dependent [26].

Semi-automated approaches may help find a balance between
privacy and shared awareness. User modelling approaches to find
task-breaks can influence visualization systems [3]. Publishing in-
formation is perhaps the thorniest problem. Returning to the wood-
working example, we needmethods to allow users tomake decisions
to expose or hide artifacts-in-progress that are as simple as moving
a figure to the top of a table or a lower shelf while preserving their
ease-of-access for the artifact’s author. Future work might investi-
gate semi-automated methods that embed such decisions within
user’s personal folder organization context [35].

5 CONCLUSION
Over time distributed work has grown in acceptance and preva-
lence, but only slowly. Many of the keys to productive, healthy
work, including awareness of shared interests, informal sharing,
and interpersonal communication, come relatively easy in collo-
cated spaces but are difficult to recreate for remote workers. Even
after decades of research, many of these issues remain unsolved.
Regardless, global ecological issues are pushing knowledge workers
into a future in which collocated work will be necessarily curtailed,
or in some cases, elided entirely. Research into tools to support
distributed workers is paramount, now more than ever. Research
into tools for making digital artifacts accessible and reusable in
particular are critical to help replace some of the rich interactions
we now stand to lose.
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